
Large Group City Tour Events, Theatre & Shows

Berchtesgaden and Eagle’s Nest
Soak in a stunning view of the Bavarian Alps with your trip up the German Alpine Road from the front of Karstadt 
Department Store. Spend time exploring Berchtesgaden or take an optional ride to Eagle's Nest, a former tea house 
that was built by the Nazis for Hitler's 50th birthday.

Dachau Concentration Camp Memorial Tour
Dachau is a beautiful Medieval town tucked away on the outskirts of Munich, but it hides a terrible secret as the 
birthplace of the Nazi concentration camps. Travel with an authorized guide through this somber and moving site, 
which combines the historical authenticity of the original environment and its many surviving buildings. It is a place of 
memory, of pilgrimage and of education. 

Hop on Hop off Express City Circle
Hop on board a double-decker bus, in Bahnhofplatz, to travel the most famous sights of the city, including the Pina-
kotheken art museums, Hofbrauhaus, the National Theater with the Royal Palace, Marienplatz, and the colorful Viktual-
ien Market.

Munich by Night Tour
Experience a different side of Munich as you see the monuments, buildings and fountains beautifully lit after dark. Start 
at Bahnhofplatz and travel to Hofbrauhaus for a Bavarian meal, music and show. Travel through Schwabing and ascend 
the Olympic Tower to enjoy the marvelous view of the illuminated city and end the night with a drink.

Romantic Road Tour
Travel up the Romantic Road to the Harburg Castle, then onto the Swabian crater landscape and past Dinkelsbuhl. 
Arrive in Rothenburg, Europe's best preserved medieval town. You will have time for sightseeing, lunch and shopping 
on your own. Once you have concluded your time there, return to Munich on the Hallertau, the world’s largest 
hop-growing area.

Royal Castles Neuschwanstein and Linderhof
Experience two dream castles hidden in the seclusion of the mountains: Neuschwanstein and Linderhof. Built by 
Ludwig II, you’ll see his vision and why he became the Fairytale King by touring these two extraordinary castles. Enjoy 
lunch at Neuschwanstein on your own, and complete the tour with a short stop in Oberammergau for shopping.

These tours are a sample of those available from Europe Express. Book early for best availability.
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